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requirements, submitted its assessment report on the four LANL systems, and concluded with LLNL
Independent Nuclear Weapon Assessment Team (INWAT) presentations to WCI, the Red Team, and to
LANL Director.
LLNL completed all surveillance activities on the B83 and W80 ahead of schedule and successfully
completed surveillance on three years’ backlog of detonators, bringing the program back on
schedule. LLNL displayed effective leadership in managing engineering work at the Production Agencies
(PA) with its components and successfully led the 50+10 project by negotiating requirements as delays
were encountered at Y12. LLNL provided high quality support for all readiness activities for the W80
ALT 369 startup project and during ALT 369 First Production Unit (FPU) build to support the objective of
completing the FPU ahead of baseline schedule. LLNL initiated efforts to design a mock Nuclear
Explosive Package (NEP) that will provide provisioning relief for a critically important Joint Test
Assembly (JTA) component. LLNL provided effective support for LLNL Independent Diagnostics Scoring
System (LIDSS), Component Disposition program, and the Warhead Measurement Campaign.
LLNL demonstrated multiple lower-energy shots NIF, which paved the path to full NIF operation at a
higher energy level. LLNL generated the highest fusion yield-to-date on the NIF. LLNL also demonstrated
a new diagnostic capability to obtain the highest quality radiographs to date. LLNL successfully executed
the second high-Z strength shot and showed significant progress in high-Z diffraction phase experiments.
LLNL executed 408 shots over broad areas of science, HED, ICF, and national security.
LLNL successfully demonstrated the feasibility of incorporating new additively manufactured (AM)
compounds in future LEPs. LLNL successfully captured two images from an exploding detonator using
the Flash X-Ray (FXR) double pulsing at Site 300. These results supported the Sierra Nevada experiment
series. LLNL successfully completed the first ever sound speed measurements at the Joint Actinide Shock
Physics Experimental Research Facility (JASPER). Results from NIF and JASPER were used to validate Pu
equation-of-state (EOS) and aging models. LLNL also successfully completed the Safety Level 1 milestone.
LLNL made significant progress in Advanced Simulation and Computing (ASC) Computational
capabilities, with construction underway to prepare for the installation of the Sierra computing system in
support of the goal of 25% of installation of Sierra by the end of CY 2017. The LLNL ASC code teams
achieved substantial simulation speedups in an Early Assessment (EA) version of the Sierra machine. The
CD-0 for the Exascale Computing Facility Modernization line item was approved in December and
authorized by NA-1 in April. The LLNL ASC Verification and Validation (V&V) Team was awarded an R&D
100 award for Carbon Capture Simulation Initiative.
LLNL continued to make advances in Advanced Manufacturing (AM) Development, manufacturing a
polymer component for potential insertion in the W80-4 LEP, addressing challenges associated with
qualifying and certifying the AM process and AM’ed components, and in and the components
manufactured via that process. LLNL made significant progress in synthesizing and formulating
insensitive high explosives to leverage for the W80-4 LEP.
LLNL made great progress in achieving all W80-4 program requirements, goals, and objectives through
high quality research, development and engineering effort. LLNL successfully met milestones by
participating in the Integrated Phase Gate (IPG) Implementation Plan (IP) and providing the required
gate package body evidence and presentation for the W80-4 6.2 Requirements Gate and Feasibility Gate.
LLNL successfully performed its role as the Independent Peer Reviewer for all nuclear component Final
Design Reviews executed during the year.
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While LLNL was able to extend the existing fire department contract with no service interruption, poor
planning and coordination have delayed a long-term solution. The Director’s Office is now fully engaged
and is developing a long-term plan.
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